
Dear Donnie, 	 7/2B/97 

I've almost finished making copies of what I've corrected in case anything 

gets loot in the mail or any questions are asked. I've noticed several minor things 

I'll coma to and there is a not unrelated matter I think can come to interest some 

educators. You'll understand tide better when you see Bogus Revelations, my book-

angth manuscript on what aRRD member Hal wrote for the karyland Law Review and 
through that on the AIM. Jerry, who will make the disks when he can, agrees 

that it does as much as can now be done to the fARRB as Ihitawash did to the PC. 

I suspected that Hall's questik-Tor attention indicated an ambition to move 

up. "e is dean at uSU in Golum4us. I've just heard from a high-school talcher 

friend there that with the resignaticin of the president, who is going to Brown, 

the presidency is open and Hall wants it. If there are acaderecians who would not 

like: that what I've done would serve their purposes. 

I've learned that now I can't Xerox for very long. The motions of placing 

paper to be copied and removing it, simple and easy as it is, become a problem. 

lio,:evor, I'm “iellt the end of that copying. It will be with this. 

It would be helpful if all pages had numbers, even if those numbers are 

arbitrary. Even that provides a means of reference. It would also be helpful, if 

that is possible withouP groat effort, for all to be in the same position on 

the paper. 

I noticed in the copying a reference to Gallen. I side a note some time ago 

indicating that had to bo changed because MITER AGAIN! was to be publisked. Yet 

what wQs done-and not done--with that book leads me to think that if and when 

I see where it should be inserted, there in a bit more I should write. To be 

inserted. 

It is probably my heart that reacts to the xeroxing and if so, that probably 

lays much. But after two IPApitaizations for congestive heart failure and much 
more, I suppose that gradual deterioration is indicated. I hope it does not M? 

speed up more than it has. 

hs off Saturday's mail I've not hoard from Jamie. Li.be appears to be a very 

fine person. She can, of course, be on vacation. But perhats slE,is also em-

barrassed over doing the opposite of what I'd asked and continuing to. It means 

more work all around. 

Jerry EcKnight's kook The _Last 4usade, on King's Poor Peoples Campaign, is 

to be published, about the end of the year. He did a fine job on it. Odds and ends 

on it and his obligations as department howl are what has kept him from making 

the disks of BeEns. 



If I have not said it before, 3i;i1.1 and berry please feel free to use anything 

I've done in these mansucripts. I think that should indlude LTE)  which can get 

you into virgin territory no AaB. It could not possibldo what the*1992 Act 
required of it wit[ithe beginning assumption that the Report was factual, was 

co. rest. 'But that is the basis of all its had done. And if it has brought 
any real assassination information to light I am not aware cf it. ULU than some 

of what MCA suppressed and the law requored be made public. To the best of my 

knowledge, if this has dawned on anyone, it bas not been said. 4et it is the 
obvious truth.... 

As I go fiver these chptiters to box them and. get a better idea of what some 

of :them are there seem to be six on Itiobling that do not have ch414er numbers 
but do have titles. mach chavter's paging begins with 1. Comes to 138 pages. I 
thinks thin should be a separate cassette and regarded as a separate manuscript. 

I know that Jerry has been wanting to go over the material. As of now they are at 
the bottom of the box. I presume they were close to ne last 1 did of that bunch. 
I wonder if tics is all I did on Eiebling? I think there may be more. 

Chapter 45, L'ui Bono, I do not have the copy on which I made the corrections. 
I have a copy of it. 

37 seems to have been skipped in the numbering. Ilene in my draft file. But it 
does have the mi$sing 33, titled, Accrediting an Assassination Accessory. 

Before getting to tido point it was apparent, as I'Ve long feared, that there 
is a moss largely if not entirely of may making. As the work was done chapters got 
inserted and numbers got miked up. Then there was a long time during which I could 

do nothing because there was too much, much too much.Aside from thy:: health prob-

lems. 

'I've made a list of these chapters of which 1'11 enclose a copy. But in the 

course of seeking the "missing" chapters I found that earlier chapters had been 

retyped, some with no corrections indicated, some with them in my red and with 
paperclips on them. Norboing able to stand or to lift the box in which that is 
I'll have to see if I can figure out a way of working over there with my leg up 

or if I can get someone to put that bob on may desk and then replace it. Or, I may 
figure out a way in which I can do it,'here it is that does not involved too much 
for me now. 

I think  that in the course of listI this I saw whore the Gallen/Carroll & 

Graf add can go. It will not be long. 

I presume that you now have more than enough to keep you busy. I wish I could 
see some way around involving you in this. 

I suppose the wonder is the mess is not greater, the problems more numerous 



and complicated, given the circumstances, but thin doe ot make for any better 

feeling about the mess. I supbse that at leash to a Aax large degree it was 

inevitable. 

the impresssion I have from making this lint, not from any reading of the 

contents, is that 4,aside, already too large, should not be made larger. For 

example, removing the Riebling chapters. Also those with letters rather than 

numbers. They can be an odds and ends disk, perhaps. Ahd am i  glad there are so 

feu, and only of the last, where Jamie ,st the notes in the retyped copy. 

I am not now clear on how fully informed I've kept Gerry. I think I told you 

that a niece is overloaded but hopefully will soon have-the didks of what I 

wrote about Uroden and you know about liegqq. I think I've kept Dave and Bill 

Neichter fully informed, of whzit Pue put on paper. That i hope Dave can 

eventually separate bettor so that for those who want to use it there will be 

better access and loss of what is not of interest to go over to get to 

what may be of interest. 

If Jerry wants the Riebling chpaters for his writing, will making a disk for 

him of those six, if I identify them, be a problem? If it would he we can get 

my copy of them xeroxed. I have aIdeady put my copies of those six chapters in a 

segirate box, :awing finally gotten some. 	See below. 

Jerry also probably knows all I've put on paper and has read some of the 

more recent. 1-4e likes some of its, what he has mentioned. I think that for your 

understanding if not for your writing you and Gerry should be familiar with what 

is in i5iilogue 2 to daketh. I think Jerry has that disk. I hope I sent copies 

of the draft of the McCloy and Powers chapters to Gerry. 
f5_sLLJei.' 
IJidks made. If too few I'll ask Gerry to make one for you. 

?Jerry is going to get those Riebling chapters xeroxeR. 

I'll send package separately after I make it. I enclose your tabulation of 

what has been done. 

Best, 
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January 9, 1997 

Dear Harold, 

In a separate package, I am sending the recently completed chapters of Inside.... I have placed the 
printout of chapters and the originals in the same sequence. I have also enclosed two copies of 
the diskette. You may wish to keep one for safe keeping. The other should be given to anyone 
who does corrections, as it represents the latest version of these chapters. 

I also enclosed in the green folder a printout of an "Aflerword" that was on one of two disks that 
you had sent to me. It was the only file on that diskette. On the other, marker "Brother WP," I 
could find no text files. Perhaps someone with a Brother word processor might find something. 

I have spoken with both Ethan and Jamie. Both are taking the remaining chapters. They will be 
in touch with you. I suggested that they provide you periodically with their hours and a summary  
of their progress, but that they should not send you the printouts until they have completed the 
several chapters they have. If you would like them to do otherwise, you can send them a note. 

Wishing you both well. (Nancy, too). 

See you in the summer. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis 
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WEISBERG MANUSCRIPTS 

TITLE LOCATION STATUS COMMENTS 

Chapter 31: The Case of the 
Faking of the Assassination Film 

Done 
chap31.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 32:Film Flam Done 
chap32.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 33: Accrediting as 
Assassination Accessory 

Ethan 
— 

Chapter 34: His Mentor Is a CIA 
Agent 

Done 
chap34.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 35: High on the H.L. Hunt 
Hawg 

Done 
chap35.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 36: That Little Contact 
with Reality 

Done 
chap36.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 37: Trying to Connect 
with the Texas Connection 

Chapter 38: Out From Under the 
Rocks 

Done 
chap38.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 39: Not a Single Fact, No 
Evidence at All 

Done 
chap39.wpd 

Chapter 40: No Source Is the Best 
Source 

Done 
chap40.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 41: A Crazy Book by a 
Crazy Man 

Done 
chap4l.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 42: The Root of all Evil Done 
chap42.wpd 

Jamie will send original. 

Chapter 43: The Killing of the 
"Clarence Darrow" Case 

Done 
chap43.wpd 

Jamie will send original. 

Chapter 44: What Happened to "A 
Book of Extraordinary Historical 
Importance?" 

Done 
chap44.wpd 

OK 

Chapter 45: Cui Bono? Done 
chap45.wpd 

Jamie will send original. 

Chapter : Random House and Its 
Bob Loomis Did Not Stop with 
Posner's Poison 

Done 
loomis.wpd 

OK 
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TITLE LOCATION STATUS COMNIENTS 

Chapter : The Basis for Riebling's 
"Scholarship" that is so 
"Thorough" 

Ethan 

Chapter : An Apprentice Keystone 
Kop Writing about a Professional 
Keystone Kop 

Done 
keystone.wpd 
(fortythree) 

OK 

Chapter : The Winter of the Mind Done 
winter.wpd 

OK 

Chapter : The Trying of Men's 
Souls - and Consciences 

Done 
trying.wpd 

OK 

Chapter : The Real "Sinister 
Implications" 

Done 
Chap_c.wpd 

OK 

Chapter : Who Is Bogus? Done 
bogus.wpd 

OK 

Chapter : Oswald as an Imagined 
Snitch — That's the Real News 

Jamie Done She will send to HW later. 

Chapter : JFK Assassination 
Mythology Enshrined 

Chapter : What Is not News and 
the Making of an Assassination 
Sensation 

Done 
Chap_b.wpd 

OK 

Chapter : Why and How It Began Done 
Chap_a.wpd 

OK 

Chapter : David Belin's Rosetta 
Stones, Imagined and Real 

Jamie 

Chapter : The Honor of Honorable 
Men 

Jamie 

Chapter : The Creators of the JFK 
Assassination Industry 

Jamie 

Chapter : Max Holland: 
Commission Defender and 
"Historian" 

Jamie 

Chapter : The Cold War Makes the 
Commission "Understandable" 
When It Was "Wrong" 

Jamie 

Chapter : The Commission Was 
Right When It Was Wrong and 
Wrong When It Was Right 

Ethan 
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TITLE LOCATION STATUS COMMENTS 

Chapter : The Hoax of "The Hoax 
of the Century" 

Ethan 

Chapter : The Killing of the Truth 
by the Killer of the Truth 
Continues 

Ethan 

Walt Brown Book 

Chapter 1: Walt Brown and His 
"Insights" 

RETURNED TO HAROLD 
NOT DONE 

Chapter 2: The Government 
"Robbed Us of the Truth Until 
Now" -- Walt Brown 

Chapter 3: Scholar and Demon 
Investigator 

Chapter 4: Wanna Buy the Alamo 
Cheap, Mr. Brown? 

Chapter 5: Making Something out 
of Nothing 

Chapter 6: Making Oswald an 
FPCC "leader" and "Castro's Most 
Ebullient Protege" 

Chapter 7: Some of Brown's 
"Persuasive Evidence" 

Chapter 8: Stones from Glass 
Houses 

Chapter 9: "Real" Is not Real 

Chapter 10: Brown Can't See 
Black 

Chapter I I: The Catch-All Wrap-
Up 

Chapter 12: Desecrating History 
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